







Distillation is a widely used method for separating mixtures based on differences in 
the conditions required to change the phase of components. Distillation is also used 
to purify a compound by separating it from a non-volatile or less-volatile material, to 
separate a mixture of liquids, the liquid can be heated to force components, which 
have different boiling points. In a distillation tower, the maximum flash zone 
temperature without cracking is 700-800 °F. The residuum, commonly known as 
reduced crude, contains a large volume of distillable oils that can be recovered by 
distillation at the maximum permissible flash zone temperature [3].  
 
Distillation operates in which vapors rising through fractionating decks in a 
tower are intimately contacted with liquid descending across the decks so that higher 
boiling components are condensed and concentrate at the bottom of the tower while 
the lighter ones are concentrated at the top [2]. A distillation column is both 
multivariable and nonlinear and it consumes immense quantities of energy. Despite 
the design challenges it presents, it is still the most popular unit operation for refining 
in industrial plants today. Distillation column process control is a challenging task 
because each columns exhibit different static nonlinearity with multiple input 




1.2 Basic distillation column type 
There are many types of distillation column, each types designed to perform specific 
types of separations and each design different in terms of complexity. There are 2 
common types: 
i. Batch column 
In batch operation the feed to the column is introduced batch-wise. That is, 
the column is charges with a “batch” and then the distillation process is 
carried out. When the desired task is achieved a next batch of feed is 
introduced. 
ii. Continuous columns 
Continuous column process a continuous feed stream. No interruption occurs 
unless there is a problem with the column or surrounding process units. They 
are capable of handling high throughputs and are the more common of the 
two types.  
 
1.3 Problem Statement 
Distillation column processing is the most vital separation technology for today’s 
industry. An inclination to controlling distillation columns in a manner that is 
economically efficient depends much on the selection of reliable control systems. 
Behavior of a distillation process is multiple-input, multiple-output system. For 
MIMO system there is a large number of alternative control models. The selection of 
the most appropriate control model is the critical question to be resolved. The 
dynamic analysis and controller design for distillation systems are extremely 
complicated due to their nonlinearity and multivariable. Therefore, the design control 
system for distillation process shall satisfy all operational objectives in the presence 
of ever-changing external disturbances. 
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1.4 Objective of study 
The objective of study is to develop a control model which is optimal with respect to 
mass energy balance on each column stage which is robust at the same time subject 
to constraints in a typical distillation tower. An overall model of the distillation 
process under several assumptions on the randomness of input is 
developedandnumerical model results will later be presented. Using an adequate 
mathematical model therefore functions mainly as a convenient surrogate for the 
physical systems, making it possible to investigate system response under various 
input conditions both rapidly and inexpensively without necessarily tampering with 
the actual physical entity.Therefore, this thesis will deliberate arigorous control 
design methodology that involves both steady state and dynamic simulation.  
 
1.5 Scope of study 
The natural gasoline refinery for the detailed study is carried out only in Shell 
Refining Company. The distillation column handles multicomponent feeds but it can 
be approximated by pseudo-binary mixture. This simplified case will reduce the 
problem to its most elementary form so that the basic structure of the equations can 
be clearly seen.The scopes of the study are based on the physical law of the 
distillation process then develop a calculation mathematical model and reduced-
order-linear model using togetherwith an appropriate control algorithm and serve as a 
model references control. The model theoretically gives the plant good control effect 
and robust stability when dealing with plant mismatches and feed input disturbances. 
The dynamic model developed in the MATLAB R2009 process simulator was 
validated using experimental data obtained from developed rigorous mathematical 





1.6 Flow chart 
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2.1 Introduction to crude oil refining 
Crude oil is a complex mixture of carbon and hydrogen (hydrocarbons), which exist 
in liquid form. Crude oil consists of multiple compositions; color is between black 
and thick but some oil crude is lighter in color and also thinner as compared [3]. 
Petroleum refining is a complex process of separation to many compounds from 
crude petroleum into multiple smaller compositions which boil at various 
temperatures where it evaporates [6]. Petroleum products are separated by distillation 
process based on differences in the conditions in order to change the mixture of 
components. Petroleum products are classified into 3 major groups, which the lighter 
group such as LPG, gasoline and naphtha, middle group such as diesel and the 
heaviest group such as fuel oil, lubricating oils, and tar [2]. Three operations steps 
perform at refineries to transform the crude oil into various petroleum products:  
i. Separation (distillation)  
ii. Conversion (cracking and rearranging the molecules)  
iii. Treatment 
 
Left out fractions after from distillation process that need to transform again into 
others components will need to undergo conversion process. The most widely used 
conversion method is called cracking because it uses heat and pressure to "crack"  
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heavy hydrocarbon molecules into lighter ones. A cracking unit consists of one or 
more tall, thick-walled, reactors and a network of furnaces, heat exchangers and 
other vessels. Using high temperature at 600°C, low pressure and a powdered 
catalyst (a substance that speeds up a chemical reaction), to convert most of the 
heavy fractions into smaller more useful molecules [1]. 
 
2.2 Distillation Process  
2.2.1 Operating principle 
The feed to a distillation column may be liquid, vapor, or a liquid-vapor mixture. It 
may enter at any point in the column.  More than one stream may be fed to the 
system. A column is divided into a series of stages. These correspond to a cascade of 
equilibrium stages. Liquid flows down the column from stage to stage and is 
contacted by vapor flowing upward. Columns are built from a set of "trays" or 
"plates". Tray’s in the distillation column is intended to support between the vapor 
and liquid of the stage during diffusion [4]. Distillation can be conducted in a packed 
column just as absorption can be done in a tray column. Stages may be numbered 
from top down or bottom up. Naming for the bottom tray of column as Tray 1, 
reboiler as Tray 0 and number increase as the column goes up. Product that parting 
from the column top is called overhead product or "overhead/distillate". Overhead 
product may in liquid or vapor (or both) depends on the type of condenser used [10]. 
The distillate flow rate is assigned the symbol D, and the composition is either DX  
or DY .  
 
The product parting from the column bottom is called the bottom product or 
"bottoms", and given the symbol B, with composition BX . Vapor leaving the top of 
the column passes through the condenser, where it is partially or totally condensed. 
The liquid which results is temporarily held in the "accumulator" or reflux drum. A 
liquid stream is withdrawn from the drum and returned to the top tray of the column 
as reflux (R or L) to promote separation. The portion of the column above the feed 
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tray is called the rectification section. In this section, the vapor is enriched by contact 
with the reflux. The portion of the column below the feed tray is called the stripping 
section. The liquid portion of the feed serves as the reflux for this section. The 
operating pressure of the column is typically controlled by adjusting heat removal in 
the condenser. The base of the column is typically used as a reservoir to hold liquid 
leaving the bottom tray [5]. A heat exchanger, the reboiler, is used to boil this liquid. 
The vapor which results, the "boil-up" (V) is returned to the column on one of the 
bottom three or four trays. In normal operation, there are five "handles" that can be 
adjusted to manipulate the behavior of a distillation column -- the feed flow, two 
product flows, the reflux flow, and the boil-up flow (or reboiler heat input). A normal 
column has a temperature gradient and a pressure gradient from bottom to top.  
 
2.2.2 Condenser operational 
There are two main categories of condenser; they differentiated by the extent of 
condensation. In a total condenser, the entire vapor leaving the top of the column is 
condensed. Consequently, the composition of the vapor leaving the top tray 1Y is the 
same as that of the liquid distillate product and reflux, DX . In a partial condenser, the 
vapor is only partially liquefied. The liquid produced is returned to the column as 
liquid, and a vapor product stream is removed. The compositions of these three 
streams ( RDV ,,1 ) are different. Normally, D (composition DY ) is in equilibrium 
with R (composition DX ). The partial condenser also functions as an equilibrium 
separation stage. The "reflux ratio" is an important parameter in column operation 






 + D).   
 
2.2.3 Boiler operational 
Most reboiler is partial reboiler that is they only vaporize part of the liquid in the 
column base. Normally reboiler classified as 3 types, they are "thermo-siphon" types 
which rely on thermal effects on density to draw liquid through the heat exchanger, 
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"forced circulation" types that use pump to force liquid through, and "stab-in" types 
that come through the side of the column into the liquid reservoir.  
2.2.4 Column feeding 
The thermal condition of the feed determines the column internal flows. If the feed is 
below its bubble point, heat is needed to raise it to where it can be vaporized. This 
heat must be obtained by condensing vapor rising through the column, so the liquid 
flow moving down the column increases by the entire amount of the feed plus the 
condensed material and the vapor flow upward is decreased.  If the feed enters as 
superheated vapor, it will vaporize some of the liquid to equalize the enthalpy. In this 
case, the liquid flow down the column drops and the vapor flow up are increased by 
the entire amount of the feed plus the vaporized material [31]. If the feed is saturated 
(liquid or vapor), no additional heat must be added or subtracted, and the feed adds 
directly to the liquid or vapor flow. Feed effects are important enough that a variable 
q is assigned as a descriptor.  
i. Sub-cooled Liquid :  
1q  
/1 fbpL TTCPq  λ                                                                          (2.1) 
ii. Saturated Liquid (bubble point feed) : 
1q  
iii. Partially Vaporized : 
10 q  q is the fraction of the feed that is liquid. It can be found by doing a  





q 1  
iv. Saturated Vapor (dew point feed) : 
0q   
v. Superheated Vapor : 
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0q   
/* dpfV TTCPq  λ                                                           (2.2) 
 
2.2.5 Distillation equipment 
There are multiple choices for the distillation equipment. The choices of selection 
merely depends on multiple variable such as pressure column, fouling potential, 
liquid to vapor density ratio and liquid loading.. A typical distillation column 
consists of several components adhere to each other’s [7]. The major component of 
distillation process is a long vertical column where the separation of liquid 
components is carried out. Inside of the column consists of trays or plates which used 
for separations. 
 
i. At bottom, a re-boiler to provide heat for the vaporization. 
ii. At top, a condenser to cool and condense the vapor leaving from the top. 
iii. At side, a reflux drums to hold the condensed vapor from the top of the 
column so that liquid (reflux) can be recycled back to the column. 
 
2.3 Column Regulatory Control Technique 
2.3.1 Column Flow Control 
Flow control systems are used to control the flow rates of the products, the reflux and 
the heating medium used in the reboiler and their set points are determined by the 




2.3.2 Column Level Control 
Level control systems are used to maintain the level in the accumulator, the reboiler 
and the intermediate accumulator of a stacked column (i.e., a distillation column 
composed of two separate columns when there are too many trays for one column). 
Loose level control on the accumulator and reboiler has been shown to worsen the 
composition control problem for material balance control configurations. On the 
other hand, if a level controller is tuned too aggressively, it can result in oscillations 
passed back to the column and contribute to erratic operation. When the reboiler duty 
is set by the level controller on the reboiler, a level controller that causes oscillation 
in the reboiler can also cause cycling in the column pressure. 
 
2.3.3 Column Pressure Control 
In the distillation column it is usually necessary to regulate the pressure in some way. 
This would lead to the use of a large expensive control valve. The pressure is 
controlled indirectly involving the use of the condenser and/or reflux drum. Below 
are five different methods to control the column pressure. 
 
2.3.3.1 Vent to Atmosphere 
This is the easiest system to control the pressure in the column. The advantage of this 
system is that it requires one less control valve. The disadvantage is that the tops 
have to be sub-cooled so that a minimal amount of vapour is lost through the vent. 
Hence more energy is required from the reboiler when the reflux is added to the top 
of the column. Figure 2.1 is the vent to atmosphere control system. 
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Figure 2.1 Vent to atmosphere 
 
2.3.3.2 Cooling Water 
This system is the most common method for controlling the pressure, by adjustment 
of the cooling water flow. When the cooling water flow is increased then more 
vapour is condensed and the vapour pressure is reduced (and vice versa). Figure 2.2 












2.3.3.3 Flooded Condenser (Type 1) 
Figure 2.3 is the classic flooded condenser control system. This has the effect of 
reducing the heat exchange area, thus reducing the amount of vapour being 
condensed and hence increasing the pressure. The valve can then be opened, the 





Figure 2.3 Flooded condenser (Type 1) 
 
2.3.3.4 Flooded Condenser (Type 2) 
Figure 2.4 is an alternative control system for a flooded condenser. If the valve is 
opened there is a small escape of gas into the reflux drum. This pushes the liquid 
level down in the drum and up in the condenser, flooding it and reducing the heat 
exchange area. Therefore to increase the pressure the valve is opened and to decrease 







Figure 2.4 Flooded condenser (Type 2) 
 
2.3.3.5 Partial Condenser 
Figure 2.5 is the partial condenser system. It is used if the overhead product is 
required as a vapour.  
 
Figure 2.5 Partial condenser 
2.4 Column Cascade Control 
This system is used with levels on distillation columns and in reflux drums 
(condensate receivers). This system approach is widely used at bottom of the 










i. Catching an upset quicker. If the secondary (inner) loop has a response that is 
five times faster (or more) than the master (outer) loop then upsets measured 
by the inner loop can be caught and corrected before they affect the primary 
loop.  
ii. Improved control linearization.  
iii. Actual performance of cascade control systems is often barely better than the 
non-cascade direct control. Usually this is a sign that the overall control 
system is ineffective or that the loops have been tuned incorrectly. Cascade 
system is typically used with a column level, temperature, composition, or 
pressure as the master loop to a flow loop. Cascade control is rarely used for 
liquid pressure systems. 
 
2.4.1 Direct bottoms level control on fractionators 
This approach shows bottoms level control with the bottoms level directly 
controlling the bottoms product rate.  
 
2.4.2 Cascade bottoms level control on a fractionators. 
This approach shows bottoms level control with the bottoms level resetting a flow 
controller on the bottoms rate. Connected loops with one loop resetting the set point 
of a second loop are usually referred to as cascaded loops or cascade control.  
 
2.4.3 Cascade loop terminology. 
This approach shows bottoms level control with the bottoms level resetting a flow. 
The outer loop is the primary loop or master loop. The inner loop is the secondary 
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2.5 Degree of Freedom Analysis 
To determine the number of control degrees of freedom in a distillation column. 
There is a procedures based on the equation. 
C.D.F. = Total No. of Variable - No. of Independent Equation 
There are five manipulated control valves on each flow streams. Therefore, this 










Figure 2.6 Column flow sheet valve control 
By using the C.D.F equation calculation above, subtracting three control 
variables from five and the remaining two variables will be the degrees of freedom 
for a typical distillate column. The column and condenser are normally maintained at 
the similar pressure. An ideal, binary system has two degrees of freedom whereas a 
multi-component system also has two degrees of freedom. However, a valve could 
be placed in the line between [12]. This would actually be undesirable as reducing 
the condenser pressure that will decrease the temperature driving force available 
from the cooling medium. Figure 2.6 is the column flow sheet valve control. 
Feed FZF ,  
Condensate 
Reflux rate L 
Distillate product
DXD ,  
Distillate flow (Valve 2) 
Reflux flow (Valve 3) 
Heat flow (Valve 4) 
Bottom flow (Valve 5) 
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2.6 Control Structure 
The effective operation of a dual distillation column is determined by the control of 
many variables. Generally, the variables in Table 2.1 need to be controlled. 
Table 2.1 Control variable in the distillation column. 
No Control Variable 
Manipulate Variable and 
Valve 
1 Column Pressure  Coolant flow at Valve 1 
2 Liquid level at the reflux drum Distillate flow at Valve 2 
3 Distillate/overhead concentration Reflux flow at Valve 3 
4 Bottom product temperature Heat flow at Valve 4  
4 Liquid level at the column base Bottom flow at Valve 5 
For a dual distillation column control, the common structures are the energy balance 
(L,V) and the material balance (D,V). In this structure classification, the reflux flow 
rate, L  and boil-up flow rate, V  are variables to control the desire outputs based the 
product specifications and requirement. The energy structure also called as standard 
control structure for a binary distillate column. The remaining liquid output in the 
drum and column base are controlled by distillate flow rate, DXD ,  D and the 
bottoms flow rate B. 
2.6.1 L – V control structure  
The VL energy balance structure is the genuine control structure for a typical 
binary distillation column control. The reflux flow, L and the boil-up flow, V are 
the main output control variable to determine product output requirement. However, 
the inner drum liquid holdups distillate flow rate, D  and inner column bottom case 
flow rate, B  are the associate variable that have momentous role towards product 
output requirement. 
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2.6.2 D - V  control structure  
These are the material structures balance control, in abbreviation is called VD  
and BL structure. The differences between VD versus the BL structures are the 
roles of L and D are substitute among each other. The BL  structure is very 
responsive to feeding disturbances. The possibility of “inverse response” occurrences 
between the reboiler liquid level and the boil-up flow, will caused difficulties of 
controlling bottom section stock  
 
2.7 Adaptive Controller 
2.7.1 Introduction 
Adaptive controller is a controller that can modify its behavior in response to 
changes in the dynamics of the process and the character of the disturbances. 
Adaptive control is sometimes called continuous adoption to emphasize that 
parameters are changed continuously [16]. In practice this implies that an adaptive 
controller is a controller with adjustable parameters, which is tuned on-line according 
to variable mechanism to cope with time-variations in process dynamics and changes 
in the environment. Figure 2.7 illustrated below is the block diagram of indirect self-
tuning regulators.  
 




















Adaptation can be applied both to feedback and feed-forward control parameters. 
There are two types of adaptive controllers based on direct and indirect method: 
a. Direct adaptive control methodology. Parameters are adjusted directly from 
data in closed loop operations. 
b. Indirect adaptive control methodology. Parameters are obtained indirectly by 
first updating a process model on line and then determining the controller 
parameters. 
The model references system is a direct adaptive controller. The self-tuning regulator 
can be implementing both for direct and indirect methods.  
 
2.7.2 Adaptive Feedback Technique 
2.7.2.1 Self-tuning adaptive control 
Auto tuning by means a method where a controller is tuned automatically on demand 
from a user. A block diagram of an indirect auto tuning controller is shown in Figure 
2.8. There is a parameter estimator that determines the parameters of the model based 




























2.7.2.2 Indirect Self-tuning adaptive control 
The "extra" loop constituted by the blocks denoted "identification" and "design" is 
what separates the adaptive controller from a conventional one. The identification 
block contains some kind of recursive estimation algorithm which aims at 
determining the best model of the process at the current instant. The design block 
then applies this model to produce a controller according to some design strategy 







Figure 2.9 Block diagram of an adaptive indirect self-tuning controller 
 
2.7.2.3 Optimal dual adaptive control 
Beneficial of dual controller is the short time horizon and the highly stochastic 
parameters in the processes. By using it the parameters of the process are changing 
very rapidly. This is a situation that is not very common in practice. Figure 2.10 is 





















Figure 2.10 Block diagram of an optimal dual adaptive controller 
 
The gain of the liberalized model will then change sign at same time some of the 
parameters may be smaller. This is the situation when the process has an even 
nonlinearity and it is desired to operate the process close to the extreme point. The 
optimal controller is twofold: an estimator and a feedback regulator. The estimator 
generates the conditional probability distribution of the state. This distribution is 
called the hyper-state of the process. There is no distinction between the parameters 
and the other state variables in the hyper-state. The controller is then able to handle 
very rapid parameter variations. The feedback regulator is a nonlinear function 
mapping the hyper-state into the control signal. The hyper-state includes the 
parameter estimates, their accuracy, and old inputs and outputs of the system. The 
ordinary feedback loop is kept to further illustrate the similarity with an ordinary 
adaptive controller.  
 
2.7.2.4 Model references adaptive control (MRAC) 
The general idea behind Model Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC), also know as 
















parameters that can be updated to change the response of the system. The output of 
the system is compared to a desired response from a reference model. The control 
parameters are update based on this error. The goal is for the parameters to converge 
to ideal values that cause the plant response to match the response of the reference 







Figure 2.11 Block diagram of a MRAC 
 
2.7.3 Model references adaptive control design 
There are 2 basic methods to design an adjustment mechanism model for a Model 
reference adaptive controller. There are the MIT rule or also called Whittaker’s rule 
and the Lyapunov rule. There are some disadvantages on the theorem of MIT rule 
resulted de-selection from deliberation during designing of a MRAC system. MIT 
rule disadvantages are as follow:  
i. does not guarantee error convergence or stability 
ii. not all adjustable parameter variable are allow to adjust at same time 
iii. slow to adapt changes on rate and stability index 
Treads to design a stable linear Model references adaptive controller with Lyapunov 






















i. defined the control structure law 
ii. derive error equation 
iii. find a Lyapunov function and use it to derive a parameter updating law so 
that the error will be zero 






                                                                                    (2.3) 
Assume that it is desired to find a control law so that the response to command 





m                                                                                     (2.4) 
A general linear control law for the system given by Eq (2.3) is 
pLxFru                                                                                                (2.5) 






)()()(                               (2.6) 
The control law can be parameterized in different ways. All parameters in the 
matrices L and F may be chosen freely. There may also be constraints among the 
parameters. The general case can be captured by assuming that the closed-loop 
system is described by Eq.(4), where matrices Ac and Bc depend on a parameter. 
Compatibility conditions It is not always possible to find parameters such that Eq. 
(2.6) is equivalent to Eq. (2.4). A sufficient condition is that there exists a parameter 
value * such that 
mc AA *)(  
mc BB *)(                                                                                                (2.7) 
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This condition for perfect model-following is fairly stringent. When all 






This means that the columns of matrices 
mp AA and mB are linear combinations of 
the columns of matrix pB . If these conditions are satisfied and the columns of pB  and 
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The error equation Introduce the error defined as  
mp XXe  

























                                          (2.8) 
 
To obtain the last equality, it has been assumed that the conditions for exact 
model following are satisfied. This is required for q* to exist. To derive a parameter 
adjustment law, we introduce the Lyapunov function where P  is a positive definite 
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matrix. The function v  is positive definite. To find out whether it can be a Lyapunov 
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It can be shown that a pair of positive definite matrices P and Q  with this property 
always exist if MA  is stable. If the parameter adjustment law is chosen to be 
Peg
dt





               (2.11) 
The time derivative of the Lyapunov function is negative semi definite. It can be 
















The mathematic model is, in principle, a collection of mathematical relationships 
among process variables which purport to describe the behavior of a physical system. 
The mathematical model therefore functions mainly as a convenient surrogate for the 
physical systems, making it possible to investigate system response under various 
input conditions both rapidly and inexpensively without necessarily tampering with 
the actual physical entity 
 
3.2 Mass and energy  
Despite the fact that there is a wide variety of chemical process systems, the 
fundamental quantities that are being conserved in all cases are either mass, 
momentum or energy or combinations thereof. Thus, the application on the principle 
provides the basic outline for formulating the mathematical models. The basic for 
virtually all theoretical process models is the general principle which in essence 
stated. What remains accumulated within the boundaries of a system is the difference 
between what was added to the system and what was taken out, plus what was 
generated by internal production [15]. 
 
[Accumulation] = [Input – Output] + [Internal Production] 
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The accumulation term is a first order time derivatives of the total mass or energy. 
The flow terms are algebraic. These results in a first order ordinary differential 
equation that is usually non-linear. 
 
3.3 Mass balance 
The mass balance equation may be with respect to the mass of individual 
components in a mixture. 
[Rate accumulation mass] =   [Rate input mass + Rate generation mass] – 
[Rate output mass + Rate depletion mass] 
If there are n  component in a mixture, then n  component mass balance of this form 
will give rise to n equation one for each component. Resulting 1n equation are 
independent [15][17][18]. 
 
3.4 Momentum Balance 
Any “generation” of momentum must be due to forces acting on the volume element 
and that this is done at a rate equal to the total sum of these forces [15]. 
[Rate accumulation momentum] =  [Rate input momentum] + 
[Rate of forces action on volume element] – [Rate output momentum] 
 
3.5 Energy Balance 




[Rate accumulation energy] = [Rate input energy] + [Rate generation energy] – 
[Rate output energy] + [Rate expenditure of energy] 
 
3.6 Rigorous column model 
Rigorous model of a distillation column refers to a staged model which includes 
mass and energy balances on each stage, which also comprises a model of the liquid 
flow dynamics (changes in liquid holdup), and a model of the pressure dynamics. 
The model may also embrace a detailed model of the reboiler and condenser.  
 
3.6.1 Column flow thn  stages: 
The inputs to the tray model will be the steady state values of the accumulations of 
liquid tray, and the liquid input rate and composition, vapor rate and composition. 
The outputs of the tray model will be the vapor rate and composition to the tray 
above and the liquid rate and composition to the tray below as well as updating the 
state variables of the liquid accumulation and composition on the tray [17] [18]. 
Figure 3.1 below illustrated column flow thn  stages 
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i. Mass balance accumulation 
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dhn  is zero, by replacing change hold up 
dt









                                                   (3.9) 
 
3.6.2 Steady-state trays thn  stages: 
Figure 3.2 below illustrated column steady-state trays thn  stages 
 
 
Figure 3.2 Steady-state trays thn  stages 
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ii. Component balance accumulation 
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3.6.3 Rectifying Section: 
Rectifying stage is the stage above the feed point, where the concentration of more 
volatile components increases in both the liquid and the vapor. Figure 3.3 illustrated 
the column rectifying section. 
 
 
Figure 3.3 Rectifying section 
3.6.3.1 Upper stage tray, 1n : 
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3.6.3.2 Condenser and Drum : 







11                                   (3.16) 







11                        (3.17) 
iii. Energy balance accumulation 
The condenser duty cQ is latent heat condensation required to the overhead 
vapor to bubble point. 
outoutininc LhVHQ
                                                                                 (3.18) 
3.6.4 Stripping Section : 
Figure 3.4 illustrated column stripping section. Stripping section is stages below the 
feed point, where the concentration of the more volatile component decreases in both 




Figure 3.4 Stripping section 
3.6.4.1 Bottom state tray, 2n  : 
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BB           (3.20) 
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3.6.4.2 Reboiler, 2n  : 
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All the equations above are state equations and describe the dynamic behavior of the 
distillation column. The state variables of the model are: 
1. Liquid hold up, lh , obtained from the model developed by Colwell [15].  

















 Therefore ),(....., 21221 DnBn MhMhhhh  
2. Liquid concentration ),(....., 21221 DnBn XXXXXXX  
When all the modeling equations above are resolved, we find how the flow 
rate and concentrations of the two product streams (distillate product, bottoms 
product) change relatively with time, in the presence of changes in the various 
input variables. 
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3.7 Model simplification 
Process model is developed based on the following assumptions [6] [15] [17] [26] :  
i. Constant stage pressures (atmospheric) and tray efficiencies 
ii. Constant relative volatility throughout the column and perfect mixing 
equilibrium on all stages. The vapor-liquid equilibrium calculations based on 









)( componentlightoffractionmolestagenonncompositioliquidx thn  
)( componentlightoffractionmolestagenonncompositiovapory thn
 valatilityrelative  
iii. Total condensation and perfect mixing on all trays and in all vessels 
(condenser and reboiler). 
iv. Constant liquid holdup in the reflux drum. 
v. Neglect of vapor holdup. 
vi. Total molar flow rate at which the bottom product is withdrawn from a 
column at constants value. 
vii. Column design as 1n  for reboiler, 2n  for first tray, fn  for feed tray, 
1Nn  for top tray and 2Nn  for condenser. 
 
Under these assumptions, rigorous model equations can be generated as below: 
viii. Condenser )2(N  : DDNfNc XDXLYVVXM ,,)( 1       (3.25) 
ix. Feed Tray : )())(( 11 NNnNfN XXLYYVVXM                         (3.26) 
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x. Upper feed: ffNNnNfN YVXLLYYVVXM )())(( 11       (3.27) 
xi. Bottom feed: ffNNNNnNfN XLXLXLYYVVXM ),,())(( 111         (3.28) 
xii. Reboiler : 11 ,,)( YVXBXLLXM NfNB                                       (3.29) 
With constants molar flow rate : 
1. ff QL  
2. Ff LFV  
3. LVD N  
      LVV F  (With steady holdup at condenser) 
4. 12 VLB  
VVL F (With steady holdup at boiler) 
 
With the flash equation of the vapor phase feed in liquid of FX  and FY as below : 
FFFFF YVXLCF ,.,                                                                                  (3.30) 
The simplified distillation model above still needs further linearity reduction process, 










PROCESS DESIGN OF THE GASOLINE PLANT 
 
4.1 Introduction  
Shell Refining Company (Federation of Malaya) Berhad is the public listed company 
within Shell Malaysia. The company was formed in year 1960. It operates with state-
of-the-art technology and is the key petroleum products supplier to Shell’s 
downstream businesses in Malaysia. In 1999 the Company completed first Long 
Residue Catalytic Cracking Unit (“LRCCU”), thereby transforming from a relatively 
simple refinery into a world class and modern complex refinery. The LRCCU has 
quadrupled the refinery’s Liquefied Petroleum Gas production and doubled its motor 
gasoline production. It has also enabled the refinery to manufacture propylene which 
is a highly valued feedstock for the petrochemical industry. At gasoline plant, raw 
condensate will be stabilized by cutting undesirable fraction in a distillation column, 
then blended with octane boosters such as reformate, MTBE to produce desire 
RON95 or RON97 gasoline [32]. 
 
4.2 Design Structure 
4.2.1 Basic feedstock 
The basic feed stock is raw condensate supplied by gas processing plant. The actual 




Table 4.1: The Raw feedstock composition 
Components Mole % Moles Gal/Mole GPM
Helium 0.0 0.0000 0 0
Nitrogen 3.2 0.0843 0 0
Carbon disoxide 1.7 0.0448 0 0
Hydrogen sulfide 3.3 0.0870 0 0
Methane 77.1 2.0317 0 0
Ethane 6.6 0.1739 10.126 1.761
Propane 3.1 0.0817 10.433 0.852
Butanes 2.0 0.0527 12.162 0.641
Pentanes and heaview 3.0 0.0791 13.713 1.084
Total 100.0 2.6352 4.338  
 
4.2.2 Octane number 
The octane number of a fuel is measured in a test engine, and is defined by 
comparison with the mixture of iso-octane and heptane which would have the same 
anti-knocking capacity as the fuel under test. The most common type of octane rating 
worldwide is the Research Octane Number (RON). RON is determined by running 
the fuel in a test engine with a variable compression ratio under controlled 




Reformate as a product of the reforming process, is rich in aromatic components thus 
its octane number is very high (95-100). Normally, reformate is added to the raw 
naphtha for enhancing the octane number and improving the gasoline quality. The 
predominant reaction during reforming is the dehydrogenation of naphthenes 
(cycloparaffins) to the corresponding aromatics [11]. For example, cyclohexane 






RON - 95 97 98
Density @ 15'C kg/cm3 720 775 775
Vecosity @ 40'C cSt 1.9 2.0 2.0
Reid Vapor Preasure kPa 45 46 46
Motor Octane Number - 84 87 88
Weighted Octance Number - min 89 min 90 min 90
Distillation :
   (a) evaporated at 70'C % v/v 20-48 20-48 20-48
   (b) evaporated at 100'C % v/v 46-71 46-71 46-71
   (c) evaporated at 150'C % v/v min 75 min 75 min 75
   (d) final point Celsius min 210 min 210 min 210
   (e) residue % v/v max 2 max 2 max 2
Benzene % v/v max 1.0 max 1.0 max 1.0
Sulphur content mg/kg max 50 max 10 max 10
Lead content g Pb/l max 0.005 max 0.005 max 0.005
Corrosion to copper (3hr at 50'C) ASTM scale max 1b max 1b max 1b
Oxidation stability minutes min 360 min 360 min 360
Research Octane Rating
 
4.2.2.2 Methyl Tert-Butyl Ether 
MTBE (Methyl Tertiary Butyl Ether) is an octane booster for gasoline containing 
oxygen as Table 4.3 shown below. MTBE is highly soluble in water having a 
solubility of over an order of magnitude greater than other non-oxygenated 
components of petrol. It is poorly adsorbed by soil. Hence MTBE tends to spread 
more quickly (and further) than the other hydrocarbons in petrol. MTBE has a strong 
taste and smell that can be easily detected in water at very low concentrations. 
4  
Properties Units Behaviour
Physical state (at NTP) - Colourless liquid
Boiling point Celsius 55.2 degC
Melting point Celsius -108.6 degC
Flash point Celsius -30 degC
Relative density@20'C g/ml 0.7405
Vapour pressure Pa 3.34E+04  
4.2.3 Chemical additive 
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Chemical gasoline additives increase gasoline's octane rating or act as corrosion 
inhibitors or lubricants, thus allowing the use of higher compression ratios for greater 
efficiency and power, however some carry heavy environmental risks. Types of 
additives include metal deactivators, corrosion inhibitors, oxygenates and 
antioxidants. 
 
4.2.3.1 Metal deactivator 
Metal deactivators, or metal deactivating agents (MDA) are fuel additives and 
lubricant additives used to stabilize fluids by deactivating (usually by sequestering) 
metal ions, mostly introduced by the action of naturally occurring acids in the fuel 
and acids generated in lubricants by oxidative processes with the metallic parts of the 
systems. Fuels desulfurization by copper sweetening also contains significant trace 
amounts of copper. 
 
4.2.3.2 Corrosion inhibitor 
Corrosion inhibitor is a chemical compound that, when added to a fluid or gas, 
decreases the corrosion rate of a metal or an alloy. If the correct inhibitor and 
quantity is selected then is possible to achieve high, 90-99%, efficiency.  
 
4.2.3.3 Oxygenates 
Oxygenated chemical compounds contain oxygen as a part of their chemical 
structure. Oxygenates are usually employed as gasoline additives to reduce carbon 
monoxide that is created during the burning of the fuel. The oxygenate MTBE has 
been found to have contaminated groundwater, mostly through leaks in underground 




An antioxidant is a chemical reaction that transfers electrons from a substance to an 
oxidizing agent. Oxidation reactions can produce free radicals, which start chain 
reactions that damage cells. Antioxidants terminate these chain reactions by 
removing free radical intermediates, and inhibit other oxidation reactions by being 
oxidized themselves [23]. As a result, antioxidants are often reducing agents. 
 
4.3 Product Requirement 
Table 4.4 is the Malaysia Fuel Standard [32]. 
4 Fuel Standard (Automotive Diesel) 
Parameter National standard Test Method
Sulfur 500 ppm (max) ASTM D5453
Cetane Index 46 (min) index ASTM D4737
Derived Cetane Number 51.0 (min) ASTM D6890
Density 820 (min) to 860 (max) kg/m3 ASTM D1298
Distillation T95 370°C (max) ASTM D86
Polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) 11% m/m (max) IP391
Viscosity 2.0 to 4.5 cSt @ 40°C ASTM D445
Carbon Residue (10% distillation residue) 0.2 mass % max ASTM D4530
Colour 2 max ASTM D1500
Copper Corrosion (3 hrs @ 50°C) Class 1 max ASTM D130
Lubricity 0.460 mm (max) IP 450
  
4.4 Capacity Design Methodology 
4.4.1 Feed rate calculation 
A typical refining company manufactures a comprehensive range of high quality oil 
products. It produces various petroleum products such as Liquefied Petroleum Gas 
(LPG), Propylene, Gasoline, Jet Fuel, Diesel and Sulfur which are mostly supplied to 
the domestic market.  The capacity of the refinery is 156,000 barrel per year running 
production for 24 hours non stop throughout the whole year.  





C f /  
ii. Barrel per hour:      






















* Assuming 7.5 barrel = 1 tons metric 
 
4.4.2 Distillation process calculation 
The equilibrium flash vaporization (EFV) curve is converted from the total boiling 
point (TBP) data according to W.C Edmister. method [11] [30].   
1. We then obtain : 












2. Consulting TBP-EFV correlation chart, we obtain : 
Ct TBPEFV 5.1)(%50    
 
3.  Therefore : 
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CCCt EFV 62.595.142.58)(%50  
 
4. Repeat the procedure above for all TBP data, the EFV (1 atm) data are 
determined. Then convert the EFV (1 atm) data EFV (4.6 atm) data 
by using Cox chart. The correlation between total boiling point (TBP) 
and equilibrium flash vapor (EFV) as table 4.5 below. 
 
Table 4.5 Correlation between TBP and EFV 











































Based on the total boiling data, the yield of fractions for the gasoline plant can be 




























Figure 4.1 The yield curve 
 
The column is designed with 14 trays, and the pressure drop across each tray is 80 
kPa. Thus the operating pressures at feed section and top section are correspondingly 
4.6 atm and 4 atm. 
 
4.4.3 Feed section 
4.4.3.1 Description  
The feed temperature after the preheated is to approach the expected temperature at 
which the required phase equilibrium is established. The purpose is to set up the feed 
split specified by the yield curve. The main parameters should be determined as 
follow: 
1. The equilibrium phase flows into feed section 
2. Material balance at the feed section 
3. The feed temperature 
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4.4.3.2 Process calculation 
The feed is in liquid-gas equilibrium with gas percentage is 35% volume. However, 
it is usually to deeply cut more 6% (the unexpected heavy component will be 
condensed and reflux to the column bottom). Thus there are two equilibrium phase 
flows :  








The phase equilibrium is shown as in the Figure 4.2 below: 
 
Figure 4.2 Equilibrium phase flows at feed section 
FV  : Feeding flow rate during vapor phase. 
FL  : Feeding flow rate during liquid phase. 
fV : Vapor flow from bottom column 
fR : Internal reflux descending across the feed section 








The heavy fraction flow fL  dissolved an amount of light components is 
descending to the column bottom. These undesirable light components shall be 
caught by the vapor flow BfV arising to the top column fV , which calculated by 
empirical method, is equal to 26%. Table 4.6 is the material balance at feed section. 
The bottoms product flow B is determined by yield curve as 60% vol. Hence, the 





Consulting the EFV curve (4.6 atm) of feed sction, the required feed temperature is 
118°C corresponding to the point of 42% vol. 
 






VF 41 8.2192 0.591 7.3013
Vf 26 5.2122 0.598 4.6301
Rf -34 -6.8159 0.615 -6.0547
Total light fraction 33 6.6155 0.577 5.8760
LF 59 11.8276 0.726 10.5070
Vf -26 -5.2122 0.598 -4.6301










4.4.4 Stripping Section 
4.4.4.1 Description 
To separate into two products of specified quality, a cascade of the theoretical trays 
must be utilized. The flow rate of the two phases that circulate in counter flow can be 
regulated either by heat exchangers places in each drum or at each end of the column. 
The area located between the feed inlet and the bottom of the column, usually calls 
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the stripping zone, strips the bottom product or residue of light components. The 
internal reflux ratio is to differentiate it from the external reflux ratio created by the 
condenser of the column and usually measured. Figure 4.2 illustrated flows at 
stripping section. The main parameters are twofold: 
1. The bottoms temperature. 
2. The reboiler duty BQ . 
 
4.4.4.2 Process Calculation 
The bottom column pressure is estimated at the feed section of 4.6 bar, by neglecting 
pressure drop across the section. The phase equilibrium is shown as Figure 4.3 below. 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Equilibrium phase flows at stripping section 
 
Referring to EFV curve (1 atm) of stripping section and the Cox chart, the 
equilibrium temperature of 4.6 atm is 144oC. Re-boiler duty is equal to heat input in 











increment of 144 oC –118 oC =26 oC. Based on Table 4.8 below, the re-boiler duty 
can be calculated as BQ  = 5739.25 – 4200.35 = 1538.90 kJ/h 
 
Table 4.7 Material balance at stripping section 
ton/h kcal/kg kcal/h.103 kJ/h.103
VF 1.40 10 13.72 57.43
Rf 0.81 12 9.91 41.48
Total 2.21 22 23.63 98.92
ton/h kcal/kg kcal/h.103 kJ/h.103
Vf 0.62 26 16.30 68.23
B 1.42 11 15.94 66.73





4.4.5 Rectifying Section 
4.4.5.1 Description 
The overhead vapor flow, which includes FV , from the feed and fV , from stripping 
section, passes through the condenser (to remove heat) and then enter into reflux 
drum. There exists two equilibrium phases. There are the liquid (butane as major 
amount) and the vapor gas (the uncondensed gas or dry gas i.e., C1, C2, etc). The 
liquid from reflux drum is partly pumped back into the top tray as the reflux 
flow, L and partly removed as the distillate flow, D . The liquid is still dissolved a 
small amount of light components [26]. Therefore, the reflux flow whilst entering 
into the top tray will receive heat to vaporized completely all light component 





4.4.5.2 Process Calculation 
The top pressure is 4atm due to pressure drop across the rectifying section. The 
pressure drop point of distillate is correspondingly the point 100% of the EFV curve 
at the rectifying section.  Referring to the Cox chart, the top section temperature is 
proximally at 45
o
C. The material balance calculated as Table 4.8 and the equilibrium 
phase flows at the stripping section are shown in Figure 4.4 
 
 
Figure 4.4 Equilibrium phase flows at rectifying section 
 
Table 4.8 Material balance at rectifying section 
ton/h kcal/kg kcal/h.103 kJ/h.103
Vf+VF 1.66 20 33.20 138.98
R0 R0 8 8R0 33.48R0
Total 1.66+R0 28 33.2+8R0 138.98+33.48R0
ton/h kcal/kg kcal/h.103 kJ/h.103
∑SD+R0 0.71+R0 14 9.94+14R0 41.61+58.61R0
Rf 0.81 3 2.42 10.13





















The calculation of the internal reflux flow oR . Assume, the energy balance of the 
INLET is similar with energy balance of the OUTLET. Therefore, calculation as 
below : 
1. 138.98+33.48 oR = 51.74+58.61 oR  
2. 87.24     = 25.13 oR  
3. oR      = 3.4715 ton/h 
The summation of the OUTLET oD RS  
4. oD RS      = 0.71+ oR  ….Insert (3) into (4) 
5. oD RS     = 0.71+3.4715 
         = 4.1815 ton/h 
Calculation of the external reflux flow L , assume that the liquid inlet at the top tray 
with temperature of 41oC is 15kcal/kg and the vapor sate outlet of the top column is 
with temperature of 45oC is 95kcal/kg [15]. 
INLET at 41oC, )( liquidinletILH   = 15 kcal/kg 
OUTLET at 45oC: )( vaporoutputOVH  =  95kcal/kg 
Therefore, the calculations of the energy balance as below: 
6. oinletRVV RH oFf )(   = ( )( vaporoutputOVH - )( liquidinletILH ) L  
7. (20– 8) kcal/kg (3.4715 ton/h) = (95-15) kcal/kg L  
8. 41.658  = 80 L   
9. L   = 0.52 ton/h 
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4.4.6 Gasoline properties 
Raw gasoline, which is the bottom product, is the major blend for manufacturing 
finished gasoline. The most important property, which is the distillation curve, fully 
satisfies our expectation [18]. Table 4.9 below is the gasoline RON 95 specification. 
To change the production between gasoline RON 95 and gasoline RON 92, can be 
done by changing the blending bill which is done by the linear optimization program.  
Table 4.9 Finishing gasoline specification 
RON ASTM D2699 95 Min 95 Yes
Density @15˚C (kg/L) Min 0.71
(ASTM D1298) Max 0.79
ASTM D86 10% (˚C) 64.2 Max 65 Yes
ASTM D86 50% (˚C) 71.3 Max 77 Yes
ASTM D86 90% (˚C) 179.4 Max 185 Yes
RVP @ 37.8˚C (kPa) Min 45
(ASTM D323) Max 75






4.5 Process Flow 
4.5.1 Simplified process flow diagram 




Figure 4.5 Simplified process flow 
 
4.5.2 Stabilizing process description 
Feed pumps (FP-01) impel the raw condensate to the fractionation column (CC-01) 
which transient though feed heat exchanger (HE-01). The raw condensate which 
flow into the fractionation column is the naphthas or raw gasoline [7]. At the stage of 
light fraction it will be cut off at the boiling point of less than 40˚C mixing with 
required reformate/MTBE in order to produce RON-95. The column (CC-01) is 
equipped with 24 actual trays or equivalent with 14 theoretical trays. The raw 
condensates enter from 7th tray and withdrawn from the base of the column. The 
operating pressure of the column is 4.6 ATM, top temperature 46˚C and bottom 
temperature of 128˚C. Before the raw gasoline or naphthas flow into the raw gasoline 
tanks (T-03 and T-04), the feed heat exchanger (HE-01) will recover the heat and the 



































The remaining portion flow out from the bottom stream will heated up by reboiler 
furnace (H-01) and returned to the fractionation column (CC-01) to support the 
process. The overhead vapor from the fractionation column is chilled by the column 
overhead condenser (E-03) and later produces the uncondensed gas/off-gas and the 
condensed gas. The reboiler furnace (H-01) will associate to burn off the remaining 
uncondensed gas at the reflux drum (V-01). Then later the accumulated gas at reflux 
drum (V-01) will   returned to the column from the top tray and with constant flow 
rate, in order to sustain the operations stability and maximize the recovery of 
naphthas gas. 
 
4.5.3 Blending and distribution process description 
The blending system consists of an in-line static mixer, an on-line multi-property 
analyzer, a ratio controller and an off-line blend simulator. The blending system will 
operate the following functions: 
i. Control ratio continually of the blend header to meet required specification 
and minimize process or parameters deviation. 
ii. Continuous monitoring off blends via I.R. analyzer of the quality. 
iii. Quality control of the offline header optimization based on reconciled blend 
models and integrated blend in order to meets scheduler blend order quantity 
as well as inventory targets. 
 
Accordance of the specified gasoline standard, the off-line simulator will 
simulates the necessary flow rate of octane booster to be blend together with the 
whole volume of raw gasoline. Other additives types are inject directly as pre-
determined amount into condensate stream before the mixer processing. Gasoline 
blended product at the gasoline mixer is analyzed with a multi-property analyzer and 
send to gasoline storage tanks [18]. In case of low quality product produced the 
gasoline will be segregate and pumped to off-spec storage tank and then reflow back 
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to the mixer for re-processing. From the gasoline storage tanks, the gasoline after 
being ensured of meeting product requirement, it will pumped out from the plant 
through the tank truck filling station or through the jetty to load in tankers for transit. 
 
4.5.4 Control System 
The distillation separation output quality is determined by the VL  structure. 
Accordance to the structure control scheme the generic distillation system can be 
design as follow: 
 
4.5.4.1 Feed control 
The feeding section consists of several important control components as illustrated at 
figure 4.6 below. There are the flow controller, feed pump control system and the 
pressure controller. 
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4.5.4.2 Top column section 
The column pressure controls are twofold. There are via vapor bypass line or the vent 
line to flare. When the control valve at upstream is open and the valve at the vent line 
is closing, this scenario happen when the pressure in the reflux drum is dropping 
significantly. Valves, operates gradually and respectively and depending how fast the 
pressure can be drop. If vice versa, when the pressure at the column increases, the 
command will be closing the vapor bypass flow and open the flow to flare.  
 
4.5.4.3 Bottom section 
The flows out of the pump are divided to 2 streams. The first stream of the flow will 
flow out as raw gasoline and the second stream will then be heated up in the auto 
circulate type of heater to re-generate vapor flow back to the column base. By this, 
the temperature at the bottom section will changed accordingly. Codes of command 
will instruct the fuel gas into the heater. And then the boil-up effect will be created 















DYNAMIC ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION 
 
5.1 Pseudo-Component   
A distillate tower which consists of 20 components and 14 trays can be calculated 
mathematically as 602 equations. The arithmetical mathematic equation is generated 
equal to )3)202((14 xx [24]. Pseudo-components are classified by lumping some 
components together which will be used as the modeling dynamic analysis [25]. The 
feedstock is considered as a binary pseudo-component as is the combination of 
liquefied petroleum gas (iso-butane 104 HC , n-butane 104 HC  and propane 83 HC ) 
together with Naphthas (iso-pentane, n-pentane, and heavier components). The 
characteristic of the binary pseudo-components will be fluctuate within below range 
depends on the distillate tower feeding composition. Table 5.1 is the properties of the 
pseudo component [23]. 
 
Table 5.1 Pseudo-component properties 
Properties LPG Naphthas
Molar weight 54.4 – 55.6 84.1 – 86.3
Liquid density (kg/m3) 570 – 575 725 – 735






5.2 Solid-state data collection 
5.2.1 Relative volatility 
Assuming constant relative volatility throughout the column and perfect mixing 






and looking up data in 
handbook [26] for the operating range of temperature and pressure, the relative 
volatility is calculated, = 5.68. 
 
5.2.2 Latent heat and boilup 
By increasing the temperature of the stripping section, the heat input of the reboiler 
duty, BQ towards the reboiler will generate boil-up, 0V [27]: 
)(
0
FBBB ttCBQV                                                                           (5.1) 
where  : the latent heat or heat of vaporization 
B : flow rate of bottom product (kg) 
BC  :specific heat capacity (kJ/kg˚C) 
Ft : inlet temperature (equal to the feed temperature, ˚C) 
Bt : oulet temperature (bottoms temperature, ˚C) 
The results,   = 730 (kJ/kg) 
0V  = 3909.8 (kg/h) or 66.8871 (Kmole/h) 
The average vapor flow rate is arising in the stripping section: 
2
fO VV
V  = 66.3407 (Kmole/h) 
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5.2.3 Liquid holdup 
Assuming constant liquid holdup in the reflux drum. The calculation is primarily 
based on references [5] [14]. 
 





M h                                                                                    (5.2) 
where, h :average depth of clear liquid on a tray (m) 
Molar : Molar weight on a tray (kg/Kmole) 



















M                                                                               (5.3) 
where,  Bh : Normal liquid in the column base (m) 
BMolar : Molar weight on the bottom product (kg/Kmole) 











5.2.3.3 Holdup in reflux drum 
The recommended retention time in reflux drum is 5 minutes. The distillate liquid 







                                                                                      (5.4) 
where,  DM : Liquid holdup in reflux drum. 
L : Reflux flow rate. 








5.3 Basic model calculation 
Material balances for change in holdup of light component (liquefied petroleum gas) 
on each tray (reference to 3.6 Model Simplification section) : 
1. Condenser )16(N  : 16161516 )( DXLXYVVXM fc                        (5.5) 
2. Tray 14( )15(N :      )())(( 1516151415 XXLYYVVXM f             (5.6) 
3. Tray 13( )14(N :      )())(( 1415141314 XXLYYVVXM f             (5.7) 
4. Tray 12( )13(N :      )())(( 1314131213 XXLYYVVXM f             (5.8) 
5. Tray 11( )12(N :      )())(( 1213121112 XXLYYVVXM f             (5.9) 
6. Tray 10( )11(N :     )())(( 1112111011 XXLYYVVXM f            (5.10) 
7. Tray   9( )10(N :     )())(( 101110910 XXLYYVVXM f            (5.11) 
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8. Tray   8( )9(N :  
FFf YVXXLYYVVXM )())(( 910989            (5.12) 
9. Tray 7( )8(N :       89878 )()( XLLXLLXYYVXM FFF  (5.13) 
10. Tray   6( )7(N :      ))(()( 78767 XXLLYYVXM F                 (5.14) 
11. Tray   5( )6(N :      ))(()( 67656 XXLLYYVXM F                  (5.15) 
12. Tray   4( )5(N :      ))(()( 56545 XXLLYYVXM F                  (5.16) 
13. Tray   3( )4(N : ))(()( 45434 XXLLYYVXM F                            (5.17) 
14. Tray   2( )3(N :      ))(()( 34323 XXLLYYVXM F                  (5.18) 
15. Tray   1( )2(N :      ))(()( 23212 XXLLYYVXM F                  (5.19) 
16. Reboiler )1(N :      1121 )( BXVYXLLXM FB                             (5.20) 
Liquid holdup based on calculation generated above:  
a. Holdup on tray, KmoleM 76.5  
b. Holdup in column base,  KmoleM B 26.25  
c. Holdup in reflux drum, KmoleM D 12.13  
Flow rates :  
hrKmoleLF /25.104  
hrKmoleVF /52.98  















hrKmoleVVV /11.66... 81  
Distillate flow : hrKmoleD /76.92  
Bottoms flow : hrKmoleB /92.110  








The rigorous model is represented by a set of 31 nonlinear differential and empirical 
equations: 
16161516 76.9263.7562.16412.13 XXYX                                                 (5.21) 
)(63.75)(62.16476.5 1516151415 XXYYX                                             (5.22) 
)(63.75)(62.16476.5 1415141314 XXYYX                                             (5.23) 
)(63.75)(62.16476.5 1314131213 XXYYX                                             (5.24) 
)(63.75)(62.16476.5 1213121112 XXYYX                                             (5.25) 
)(63.75)(62.16476.5 1112111011 XXYYX                                              (5.26) 
)(63.75)(62.16476.5 101110910 XXYYX                                              (5.27) 
969.61)(63.7562.16411.6676.5 910989 XXYYX                           (5.28) 
081.2459.18863.75)(11.6676.5 89878 XXYYX                            (5.29) 
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)(89.179)(11.6676.5 78767 XXYYX                                                  (5.30) 
)(89.179)(11.6676.5 67656 XXYYX                                                  (5.31) 
)(89.179)(11.6676.5 56545 XXYYX                                                  (5.32) 
)(89.179)(11.6676.5 45434 XXYYX                                                  (5.33) 
)(89.179)(11.6676.5 34323 XXYYX                                             (5.34) 
)(89.179)(11.6676.5 23212 XXYYX                                             (5.35) 
1121 92.11011.6689.17926.25 XYXX                                             (5.36) 






















Y                                                                    (5.39) 






Y                                                                          (5.40) 
Above is the nonlinear relationship between liquid concentration and vapor 
concentration on each tray. From Tray 1 until Tray 15. 
5.4 Dynamic simulation 
5.4.1 Column modular composition 




















































COLUMN BASE & REBOILER
Distillate
 
Figure 5.1 Distillation tower modular composition scheme 
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5.4.2 MATLAB simulink 
5.4.2.1 System structure 
Figure 5.2 below is the block diagram of the model design system and figure 5.3 is 
the main Simulink program. Figure 5.4 is the rectifying section block module and 









GENERAL TRAY TRAY 7 CONDENSER & 
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Figure 5.5 Stripping section module. 
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Figure 5.6 Column and reboiler module. 
 









Figure 5.7 General tray module. 
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Figure 5.8 Module feed tray 7
th
  





















Figure 5.10 Condenser and reflux drum module 
 
5.4.2.7 Simulink outcome 
The steady-state outcomes are determined with dynamic simulation as shown at table 
5.2 below:  
Table 5.2 Simulation outcome 








0.02031 0.05271 0.11500 0.20420 0.32240 0.43810 0.52570 0.57980 0.61040 0.61380 0.62410 0.65250 0.71870 0.82550 0.92570 0.99650
  
 
5.4.2.8 The steady state graphical. 
Figure 5.11 below shows the values of concentration for each liquefied petroleum 
gasoline tray. (Tray 1 to tray 16). 
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Figure 5.11 Concentration on each tray 
Above simulation results, if the disturbances of the operating condition are null, 
whereas the system is to achieve the operational objective of product quality 
( DX ≥98% and BX ≤2%) 
 
5.5 Feasibility study on feed disturbance influences 
The input feed stream is relatively co-related with process at upstream. The external 
disturbances compromise on feed flow rate and also feed composition fluctuation. 
Therefore, the simulation with disturbance exhibit the process operational stabilities 













Figure 5.12 Simulink disturbance module 
 
5.5.1.1 Feed rate randomly increase by 10% 
Increase randomly of the input noise of +10% with uniform random number 
 
Figure 5.13 LPG purity simulink respond 
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The process operational goals is not achieved as the purity of the LPG, DX  is <98% 
after incurred random noise. 
 
5.5.1.2 Feed rate randomly decrease by 10% 
Decrease randomly of the input noise of -10% with uniform random number 
 
Figure 5.14 LPG purity simulink respond 
 
The process operational goals is not achieved as the purity of the LPG, DX  is <98% 








REFERENCE MODEL OF THE PLANT 
 
6.1 Introduction 
Mathematical model-building based on physical laws require knowledge and insight 
about the process. The advantage of model-building from physic is that it gives 
insight; also, the different parameters and variables have physical interpretations. 
The draw-back is that it may be difficult and time consuming to build from first 
principle. System identification is the experimental approach to process making. 
System identification includes the following; experimental planning, selection of 
model structure, parameters estimation and validation. In the thesis, system 
identification is not implemented, since experiments require a real distillation column 
or a pilot plant, which has not been constructed. Mathematical model-building is 
accomplished over there phases: 
a. Basic model of the plant in Equation : 5.21 – 5.40; 
b. Full-order linearized model in Equation : 6.6 – 6.10; 
c. Reduced-order linear model in Equation: 6.20 – 6.22. 
 
Figure 6.1 below describes the interrelationship between 2 inputs and 2 
outputs of a scheme plant. The model is able to obtain a stabilize steady-state 








Figure 6.1   Multiple inputs and multiple outputs plant block diagram 
 
6.2 Full-order linearized modeling  
The outputs of interest are the purity of liquefied petroleum gas and the impurity of 
raw gasoline. The desire outputs are kept within boundaries of ( DX ≥98% and 
BX ≤2%) with disturbances of the feed stream and environment. The VL control 
structure is where the reflux flow L  at the column top and the boilup rate in the 
column bottom V as the variable inputs. Thus, it can be controlled by manipulating 
the valve position in the reflux flow and the valve position in the reboiler heat flow. 








Figure 6.2   Illustration of material balance flow on each tray 
 
tray n 
L n+1, X n+1 
L n+1, X n+1 
V n, y n 
V n-1, y n-1 
Disturbances
LPG Purity, DX
Raw Gas Impurity, BX
External reflux flow (L) 
Internal vapor rate (V) Distillation 
System
 . . .
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i. Material balance: 
ACCUMULATION = INLET – OUTLET 
nn XM  = 1111 nnnn xLyV  -  nnnn xLyV  
Or  


























1                                           (6.1) 
Where; 25.10481 LLLLL F  
LLL 159   
VVV 81   
52.9889 VVVVV F  
 
















                                          (6.2) 
The individual tray liquid concentration are representing by the specific type of 
vector valued functions and given by expression as follow: 
),,( tuxfx
 
All trays are a vector function f  of state vector function x  and manipulated input 
vector function u . These are the coordinate functions can also be referred to in 
different notations: 
Where, 





The above non-linear notation can be linearized to the nominal operation point 
where )*,*( ux . The state and the control input can be defined as: 
** uuduandxxdx                                                                (6.3) 











stand for the matrix of the vector function f  with respect to the vector 
state x ; 
u
f
 stand for the matrix of the vector function f with respect manipulate 












































































































                      (6.4) 
With assumption made at Chapter 3, : 
iii. dVdVdLdL nn ,  15,,1n  
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K                                  (6.5) 
 **** ,, nnnn VandLxy are the nominal operating value at the steady state. 
 
v. Linearization at several stages: 



























      Where,  FLLL2 , = FLLL2  



























































Where,    LL16 , = FVVV16  


































3. The model is then be represent in terms on deviation variables: 
)()()(
.
tButAzt                               (6.6) 











z  are the tray compositions of deviations. 
dV
dL










 are the control outputs. 
 
vi. Calculating matrix of 16x16: 
1. Data calculation at Chapter 5 : 
Flow rates : 
a. 89.179... *6
*





9 LL  (kmole/h) 
c. 11.66... *8
*





9 VV  (kmole/h) 
2. Liquid holdups : 
a. 26.2581 MM  
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b. 76.5... 1532 MMM  
c. 26.2516 BMM  
 
vii. Calculation of state matrix : 












































































viii. Calculating input matrix B (16x2): 
1. Data from chapter 5 :- 
2. LPG purity 16X  = 98.5% 
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3. Raw gasoline purity 11 X  = 98.9% 
 
vi. Calculation of state matrix element : 
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5. Input matrix B (16x2) is : 


















                                                       (6.9) 
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c         (6.10) 
 
6.3 Stability Test 
The stability of the system can be determined by using the Lyapunov direct method. 
Assuming that the quadratic Lyapunov function is :  
PzzzV T)(  
Where P is a symmetric and positive definite matrix. The time derivative of V is : 
  PzzPzzzV TT)(  
Since the system homogeneous differential equation Azz
*
and 
TTT AzAz)( we 
have              PzzPzAzzV TT)()(  
          PAzzPzAz
TTT
    zPAPAz
TT )(  
If QPAPA
T
for some positive definite matrix Q, then the system is 
asymptotically stable. We choose IQ , where I is the identity (16x16) matrix. The 
symmetric matrix P is determined by solving Eq. 6.11: 
  IPAPA
T
            (6.11) 












The system is asymptotically stable when matrix P is positive definite. 
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6.4 Reduced-order linear model 
6.4.1 Model building 
The model which represents a 2-input 2-output plant, can be expressed in the 









)(                                               (6.12) 
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  BAsICsGLV
1)()(            (6.13) 
Where I is the 16x16 identity matrix, the matrices A(16x16), B(16x2) and C(2x16) 
are determined in equation 6.8 – 6.10. The steady state gain matrix 
BCAGLV
1)0( is directly calculated by Matlab : 
 
The responses of the most distillation column is dominated by one large time 
constant, 1 , in regardless of where the disturbances is coming from. This is known 
for both plant measurements and theoretical studies. Also, the value of this time 





c                 (6.14) 
A calculation developed by Skogestad [28] to express time constant based on steady-







                                (6.15) 
Where, finalinitial xxx  
 TN  = total number of trays (excluding the condenser and reboiler) 
iLM  = liquid holdup of tray i 
BLM  = liquid holdup of the reboiler 
DLM  = liquid holdup of the condenser 
Subscript f : the final steady state 
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The time constant c given by equation 6.15 is the nonlinear time constant of the 
composition dynamics of the column. A simple formula for a linearized time 
constant was also developed by Skogested and Monari [28]. Based on some specified 














1                                (6.16) 





11                                                                               (6.17) 
sI is the “impurity sum,”      
BBDDs xxBXXDI )1()1(                                                               (6.18) 









                                                                           (6.19) 
 
The linearized time constant cs  is expected to be in very good agreement with 
c  for high purity columns. The advantage of the analytical formula for cs is that it 
depends only on readily available steady-state data of the initial operating state of the 
column; it does not require the availability of a nonlinear steady-state model. The 
main value of cs is that it can provide a good understanding of the nonlinear 
dynamics of the column and their dependence on steady-state parameters. For 
example, and taking into account the fact that the contribution to c from the holdup 




1  is dominant, it is easy to see that the time constant is 
determined mainly by sI (because lnS does not change significantly with the 
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operating conditions). As the result, the reduced-order model of the plant is a first-











                    (6.20) 







)( tutztz rr                     (6.21) 
        
0017.00011.0
0007.00004.0
my           (6.22) 









tz  are state variable, 
        
dV
dL
u  are two manipulated inputs, 






y  are corresponding to composition of LGP product and  
                raw gasoline product, obtained by the reduced-order linear model. 
Refer to L-V control structure in section 2.5 and full-order linearized model equation. 
 
6.4.2 Stability Test 
The system is asymptotically stable because all values of the state matrix {-0.2616, - 




6.4.3 Check for controllability and observables 
A system is said to be controllable by means of the input, to transfer the system from 





                       (6.23) 
The matrix BAABBM n 1 , where l  is the rank of B  and n  is the system 
dimension, is called Controllability Matrix. The system is completely controllable if 
M  is full rank )(n . A system is said to be observable if and only if it is possible to 
determine any arbitrary initial state tztz )(  by using only a finite record, )(y for 
Tt of the output. For the system in equation 6.23, the observables matrix S can 
be defined as  
TnCACACACS 12    
where l is the rank of C  and n is the system dimension. The system is completely 
observable if S is full rank )(n . The model is completely controllable and observable 







6.4.4 Model verification 
































y are controlled output by reduced-order linear model in 
equations 6.16 to 6.20 above. The equation demonstrated the errors are bounded and 
rapidly asymptotate to zero. Therefore, the reduced-order linear model can be 






















7.1 Introduction  
The MRAC strategy is based upon an inner-loop Linear Model Reference Controller 
(LMRC), and an outer adaptive loop. The latter is synthesized from the Lypuanov 
Stability Theory (refer to Sec. 2.7.2). In a loose-sense, the LMRC component of the 
MRAC strategy provides feedback control signal, which compensates deviations 
from nominal closed loop response, due to variations, non-linearity, and external 





















































The purpose of the reference model is twofold, which is to enable synthesis of the 
adaptive gains )(tM and )(tL  and also to generate ideal state mz  and reference 
output my . The adaptive loop then changes the gains L and M by )(tM and )(tL , as 
state errors )(te  are detectable.. 
 
7.2 MRAC synthesis using lyapunov stability theory 
7.2.1 Process Model 
The model of the distillation system can be expressed in the state space as 
)(
.
tfBuAzz                           (7.1) 
















2,1,2,1 are unknown and dependent on the dynamics of the systems, )(tf is 






z are state variables, 
dV
dL





y are controlled outputs corresponding to the composition deviations of 
LPG product and raw gasoline products. 
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7.2.2 Reference Model 




                          (7.3) 











mmm CBA  
The specific details of reference model are discussed in chapter 6, equations 6.21 – 
6.22. 
 
7.2.3 State Feedback 
Control law : 
  LzMuu c                (7.5) 




































































7.2.4 Error equation 







































































7.2.5 Lyapunov function 










e is a vector of state errors, 




P is chosen as a positive matrix. 















            (7.8) 
Where m
T
m PAPAQ  
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Q is obviously positive definite. 
 
7.2.6 Adaptation law 
Pe
dt






























































If g is a real function of a real variable t, defined and uniformly continuous for t>0, 
and if the limit of the integral 
 




7.3 Simulation of adaptive system 
7.3.1 Hierarchical structure 




Figure 7.2 Hierarchical structure of the MRAC simulation program. 
The program consists of major components of the MRAC system including: 
i. Reference signals )(tuc . 
ii. Disturbances )(tf . 
iii. Subsystem of Controller (LMRC: Linear Model Reference Controller) 
representing the general linear control law as : 
LzMuu c  (Refer to equation 7.5) 
Main Program
Controller Refernce Model Plant Adjustment Mechanism
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(Refer to equation 7.3) 
v. Subsystem of Plant representing the unknown process model: 
)(
.
tfBuAzz (Refer to equation. 7.1) 
vi. Subsystem of Adjustment Mechanism representing the adaptation law as : 
Pe
dt
d T (Refer to equation 7.9) 
 
7.3.2 Main Program 










Figure 7.3 Model simulink of MRAC system 
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7.3.3 Modular block diagram 
i. Controller block “MATRIX L” : 
 
Figure 7.4 Matrix “L” module 
 
ii. Controller block “MATRIX M” : 
 




iii. Adjustment mechanism block : 
 
Figure 7.6 Adjust mechanism block diagram 
 
7.3.4 Error calculation 














































                      (7.11) 
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where is the norm of the corresponding vector. We now define process errors Î(t) 
)(t as the deviations of measured outputs y from reference outputs my  at a certain 



















Or : miii yy  for 21 ori                        (7.12) 







RMS )(  for i = 1 or 2 







1,1,1 ,nmiyyyyymy nimiiii   is the norm of 



















































1 xx are steady state values. 
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Refer to simulation results in section 5.4.3, definite of deviation variables in equation 
6.3 and the linearized model in equations 7.6 – 7.10. We can determine the instant 
errors )(),( tte ii at any time t , and the relative errors %%, iie . 
 
7.4 Simulation results and analysis 















mm BA  
Adaptive gain: .25  
 
7.4.1 Step function test 
The reference inputs )(tuc are step functions. Step functions consists of 1u and 2u . 
Figure 7.7 below shows the controlled outputs, 1y and 2y are stable after disturbance 
influences of the plant. Below also demonstrated correlation between reference 
output, )(tym and controlled output, )(ty . 
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Figure 7.7 Correlation between controlled, )(ty  and reference, )(tym outputs. 
 
7.4.2 Square wave analysis  
7.4.2.1 Reference signals input 
Reference signals, )(tu c  can be manipulated via step function and square wave 
generator. The controlled outputs y  are rapidly reached the desired values my  as 
shown in figure 7.8 below. This indicates the stability of the MRAC system as 
proved. Simulation time, = 100. 
100 
 
Figure 7.8 Correlation of controlled outputs, )(ty and reference outputs )(tym . 
 
7.4.2.2 State errors 
The model-following errors )(te reduce when time increases as shown in figure 7.9 
below. It becomes extremely small when > 60. 
 
Figure 7.9 Chart of absolute state errors )(te . 
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The mean relative errors %ie in simulation duration of [0, 100] can be determined 

























7.4.2.3 Process errors 
The mean relative errors i % in the simulation duration of [0, 100] can be 






































Distillation is widely used method for separating mixtures based on differences in the 
conditions required to change the phase of components of the mixture. Distillation is 
a process in which liquid or vapor mixture of two or more substances is separated 
into its component fractions of desired purity by the application and removal of heat. 
At same time, the original mixture will contain more of the less volatile material. 
Distillation columns are designated to achieve this separation efficiently. The best 
way to reduce operating costs of existing units is to improve their efficiency and 
operations via process optimization and control. The mathematical modeling is the 
discipline of designing a model of an actual or theoretical physical system, execution 
the model and analyzing the execution output. Simulation embodies the principle of 
energy balance control structure ( VL ) as the standard control structure for dual 
composition control of distillation. In my research control structure, the reflux flow 
rates, L  and the boilup flow rate, V  are used to control the primary outputs 
associated with product specification. The liquid holdups in the drum and in the base 
as the secondary output are usually controlled by distillate flow rate, D  and the 
bottoms flow rate, B . 
 
8.2 Process linearization and simulation 
A distillate tower which consists of 20 components and 14 trays can be calculating 
mathematically as 602 equations. The arithmetical mathematic equation is generated 
equal to )3)202((14 xx [24]. The rate of accumulation of material in a system is 
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equal to the amount entered and generated, less the amount leaving and consumed 
within the system. The model is simplified under assumptions as mention in chapter 
3. The dynamic model is summarized at equations: 
i. Condenser )2(N  : DDNfNc XDXLYVVXM ,,)( 1                 
ii. Feed Tray : )())(( 11 NNnNfN XXLYYVVXM                   
iii. Upper feed: ffNNnNfN YVXLLYYVVXM )())(( 11        
iv. Bottom feed: ffNNNNnNfN XLXLXLYYVVXM ),,())(( 111        
v. Reboiler : 11 ,,)( YVXBXLLXM NfNB                           
The mathematical equation on distillate tower above are simplified but however 
the equation remain as nonlinear due to the vapor-liquid equilibrium relationship 
between ny  and nx . The dynamic model is represented by a set of 16 nonlinear 
differential equations: 1 Bx x : liquid concentration in bottom; x2: liquid 
concentration in the 1
st
 tray, x3: liquid concentration in the 2
nd
 tray; … ; x15: liquid 
concentration in the 14
th
 tray; and 16 Dx x : liquid concentration in the distillate. 
With no disturbance the steady state of the distillate product is 9850.0DX and the 
impurity of the bottoms product is 0203.0BX . When the distillate system been 
exposing to greater disturbance, the steady state of the earlier operational objective 
will no longer able to be achieved. It’s because the product quality will gradually 
decrease from the range of 98%Bx  and 2%Dx . Therefore, use of an adaptive 
controller to take the system from the steady state to achieve the target output of 
( 98%Bx  and 2%Dx ). Linearization of the distillation column from the nonlinear 
system leads to a 16
th
 order linear model in the state space form. The full-order linear 
model which represents a two inputs – two outputs plant can be expressed as a 
reduced order linear model.  
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As result, the calculated reduced-order linear model of the plant is a first order 
system with a time constant of 1.9588 hours. Using the MRAC as the adaptive 
controller is capable to counterbalance the unavoidable process disturbance or noise 
with its ability to fine tuning the parameters. The design model reference will 
virtually calculate and estimate the offset parameters gain L  and M  by ( )L t  and 
( )M t  as detected state error ( )e t  when changing against A , B  in the process plant. 
 
Above thesis described a procedure to set up a mathematic model of a 
condensate distillation column based on the energy balance (L-V) structure for 
analysis and simulation. Results from the simulation and analysis of the reference 
model serve as initial steps during the feasibility study and designing stage.  An 
MRAC controller is the proposed controller for the tower. The reference model 
theoretically allows the plant to achieve the desired product quality and dealing with 
model-plant mismatches and feed flow noise. However, the calculation of 
mathematical model design and reduced-order linear adaptive controller is merely 
based on the physical laws of the process. The actual process variables include the 
production factors; process parameters tolerance and the real system validation are 
not discussed.  
 
8.3 Future studies 
Based on this study, besides using the adaptive controller the predictive controller 
can be used to substitute the controller system. The advantages of the predictive 
control system are the system using receding horizon feedback technique which can 
resolved real time open-control problems and also works on nonlinear systems which 
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% CALCULATE MATERIAL BALANCES FOR THE DISTILLATION TOWER 
  
% INITIAL DATA 
  
Fmass=156000  %input('Feed flow rate Fmass (thousand ton/year) ='); 
cF=33         %input('Feed concentration cF (vol%) = '); 
Vf=26         %input('Select internal vapor ratio (vol%) = '); 
densF=0.670;  %feed density in ton/cubic meter 
anfa=5.68; 
  









% Feed stream 
F(3)=0.670;                    %ton/m3 
F(4)= Fmass/F(3)/350/24;       %m3/h 
F(5)=76.2;                     %molar weight (MW) 
F(6)=(Fmass/350/24)/F(5)*1000; %kmol/h 
  
% MATERIAL BALANCES 
% (1) : volume fraction (vol%) 
VF(1) =cF+4; 
V(1) = Vf; 
LF(1) = 100-cF-4; 
L(1) = Vf+4; 
D(1) =cF; 
B(1) = 100-cF; 
  
% (2): volume flow rates in cubic meter / h 
VF(2) =F(4)*VF(1)/100; 
V(2) = F(4)*V(1)/100; 
LF(2) =F(4)*LF(1) /100; 
L(2) =F(4)*L(1)/100; 
D(2) = F(4)*D(1)/100; 
B(2) = F(4)*B(1)/100; 
  
% (3) : density (ton/m3 liquid) 
VF(3)=0.591;    %density of equilibrium vapor phase in feed. 
V(3)=0.598;     %density of internal vapor 
LF(3)=0.726;    %density of equilibrium liquid phase in feed 
L(3)=0.615;     % density of internal liquid 
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% (4): mass flow rates (ton/h) 
VF(4) =VF(2)* VF(3); 
V(4) = V(2)* V(3); 
LF(4) = LF(2)*LF(3); 
L(4) = L(2)*L(3); 
D(4) = VF(4)+V(4)-L(4); 
B(4) = LF(4)+L(4) -V(4); 
D(3)=D(4)/D(2);     %ton/m3 
B(3)=B(4)/B(2);     %ton/m3 
  
% (5) molar weight (MW) 
VF(5) =58.2; 
V(5) = 58.3; 
LF(5) = 93.3; 
L(5) = 60.1; 
D(5) =54.5; 
B(5) = 93.8; 
  
% (6) molar flow rates (kmole/h) 
VF(6) =VF(4)*1000/VF(5);    % Vapor phase rate in the feed 
V(6) =V(4)*1000/V(5);       %Internal vapor flow rate 
LF(6) =LF(4)*1000/LF(5);    %Liquid phase rate in the feed 
L(6) =L(4)*1000/L(5);       %Internal liquid flow rate 
D(6) =D(4)*1000/D(5);       %Distillate flow rate 
B(6) =B(4)*1000/B(5);       %Bottoms flow rate 
  
% The liquid holdups (kmole) 
MD = 13.12; 
M = 5.76; 




% STREAM SUMMARY 
disp('STREAM SUMMARY (kmole/h)'); 
disp('Vapor phase rate in the feed: ');disp(VF(6)); 
disp('Internal vapor flow rate: ');disp(V(6)); 
disp('Liquid phase rate in the feed: ');disp(LF(6)); 
disp('Internal liquid flow rate: ');disp(L(6)); 
disp('Distillate flow rate: ');disp(D(6)); 
disp('Bottoms flow rate: ');disp(B(6)); 
  
% Flow rates below feed location 
disp('FLOW RATES BELOW FEED LOCATION HEAVY COMPONENT'); 
for n=1:8 
Ln(n)= L(6) + LF(6); 
Vn(n)=V(6); 
displn=['Internal liquid rate across stage ' int2str(n) ' is: ' 
num2str(Ln(n))]; 








% Flow rates above feed location 




Vn(n) =V(6) + VF(6); 
displn=['Internal liquid rate across stage ' int2str(n) ' is: ' 
num2str(Ln(n))]; 







disp('Solving flash equations for feed stream using Newton - Raphson 
method'); 
 
% vapor liquid equilibrium (VLE) relationship: 
y=VLEx2y(x)=anfa*x/(1+(anfa-1)*x); 
% find root of the equation: g(x)= VLEx2y(x)-(F*zF-LF*x)/VF = 0 







dispxf=['The concentration of equilibrium liquid in the feed ' ' is, 
XF: ' num2str(xF)]; 
dispyf=['The concentration of equilibrium vapor in the feed ' ' is, 
YF: ' num2str(yF)]; 
disp(dispxf); 
disp(dispyf); 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
